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1. Introduction

W ave im pact or slam m ing is a phenom enon characterized by large local pressures (10 bar or more) for very short 
durations (order of milliseconds). Slam m ing loads can cause severe dam age to the structure (Sebastiani et al., 
2001).

It is a com putationally challenging task  to  m odel the slam m ing w ave im pact as the distribution of 
hydrodynam ic pressures is highly localised in  space and tim e (Oger et a!., 2006). The shape of the body subjected 
to slam m ing is crucial in calculating the incident slam m ing loads (Mei et al, 1999). Different num erical 
approxim ation m ethods are available for sim ulating the fluid structure interaction problem s. Traditional mesh 
techniques use nodes and elements for approxim ating the continuum  equations w hereas particle m ethods like 
sm oothed particle hydrodynam ics (SPH) approxim ates the continuum  equations using the kernel approxim ation 
technique and hence can also be used for a w ide range of fluid dynam ics problem s (Zhao and Faltinsen, 1993).

In this work, the effect of slam m ing on tw o-dim ensional W edge shaped structures is stud ied  using three 
solvers i.e., 1) SPH solver, 2) Explicit solver and 3) Implicit solver in  com parison to the experim ental (Particle 
Im age Velocimetry) PIV m easurem ents.

2. Numerical Methods

In case of m esh-based explicit and implicit solvers, w ave slam m ing is m odelled as a fluid-structure interaction 
problem  w ith m ulti-phase flow field. Hence, num erical m odelling of the slam m ing w ave im pact includes: 1) 
m ultiphase m odelling of the free surface flow subjected to gravity load, 2) fluid structure interaction between tire 
body and  the fluids (air and water), and 3) contact m odelling betw een the fluids as well as fluid and structure.

M ultiphase m odelling of free surface flow is done num erically by solving the continuity equation and 
Navier-Stokes equations w ith kinem atic and  dynam ic boundary conditions im posed on the flow field. Eq. [1] 
represents the continuity equation w here V is the flu id  velocity field. Eq. [2] shows the Navier-Stokes equations 
w here p represents density, p represents pressure and  v  represents viscosity. Kinematic boundary conditions are 
used to  specify the conditions like no-slip and no-flux boundaries. Eq. [3] shows no slip boundary  condition near 
the solid boundary  w hich represents finite shear stress. Here, U is the velocity of the solid boundary. Eq. [4] 
shows the no-flux boundary  condition at the solid boundary  w hich represents a continuous flow. Dynamic 
boundary  conditions are used to specify the dynam ics of the boundary like the stress continuity. In case of a free 
surface, pressure outside the fluid is considered constant and  is equal to atm ospheric pressure. This is show n in 
eq. [5],

V. V - =  0 [1]

dgVt + (P.V )P =  -  1 Vp + vV2V [2]
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V .t = U .t [3]

V .ñ  =  Ü.ñ [4]

The SPH m ethod has the characteristics of a  lagrangian m ethod and is successfully em ployed for m odelling 
free surface flows. The Lagrangian characteristics of the SPH m ethod help in accurately m odelling the breaking 
of interface. Hence it is applied for m odelling the free surface im pact problem s as in  this case. The basic equation 
solved is the Navier-Stokes equation as given above in eq. [2], An interpolation scheme as show n in eq. [6] is 
used for calculating the lagrangian derivatives at each point in  the dom ain D. Finally, num erical in tegration is 
done using a quadratu re form ula like the one show n in eq. [7] at every integration p o in t i.

f ( f ) “  í Df ( x ) W ( r -  X, h ) d x  [6]

jDg ( x ) d x  «  2 ¡gtWi [7]

3. Experimental setup

The PIV system  used in the experim ents is a Q uantronix D arw in Duo Nd:YLF double pulsed laser up  to  10kHz 
repetition rate, and a 12-bit Photron Fastcam SA1.1 camera, w ith a CMOS sensor and 1024 x 1024 pixel resolution. 
Experimental setup show n in Figure 1 is a Plexiglas w ater tank of lm  x 0.6m x 0.5m. A Copley Controls XM3804S 
ServoTube M odule (with 12 micron repeatability and  350 m icron absolute accuracy) m otor is used to control the 
vertical m ovem ent of the wedge. Hollow' glass spheres of 10 jim m ean  diam eter are used for seeding.

4. Results

A com mercial code, L5-DYNA is used for m odelling the w ater entry of a wedge. Since this is a 2D simulation, 
nodal degrees of freedom  are constrained in the th ird  direction. The boundaries are also m odelled using shell 
elem ents and a contact algorithm  is em ployed for m odelling the interaction between the container walls and the 
SPH particles (water). The tim estep size is calculated based on the C ourant-F riedrichs-L ew y (CFL) condition.

Figure 1 shows the experim ental and num erical setups and corresponding velocity fields. The velocity fields 
show n here are for a 90° w edge com pared for 0.037 seconds. Results show  that m esh refinem ent/ particle size is 
very critical in  getting a convergence of results. Refinement level of PIV is m uch coarser com pared to num erical 
model. O ther critical param eters effecting the convergence of num erical results include: 1) Equation of state for 
w ater and air, 2) Choice of kernel function for the SPH m ethod, and 3) Volume fraction control algorithm.
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Figure 1. Comparison of PIV and numerical modeling of wedge
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